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ABSTRACT
Globally, anthropogenic sound and artificial light pollution have increased to alarming levels.
Evidence suggests that these can disrupt critical processes that impact ecosystems and
human health. However, limited focus has been given to the potential effects of sound and
artificial light pollution on microbiomes. Microbial communities are the foundations of our
ecosystems. They are essential for human health and provide myriad ecosystem services.
Therefore, disruption to microbiomes by anthropogenic sound and artificial light could have
important ecological and human health implications. In this mini-review, we provide a critical
appraisal of available scientific literature on the effects of anthropogenic sound and light
exposure on microorganisms and discuss the potential ecological and human health
implications. Our mini-review shows that a limited number of studies have been carried out
to investigate the effects of anthropogenic sound and light pollution on microbiomes.
However, based on these studies, it is evident that anthropogenic sound and light pollution
have the potential to significantly influence ecosystems and human health via microbial
interactions. Many of the studies suffered from modest sample sizes, suboptimal
experiments designs, and some of the bioinformatics approaches used are now outdated.
These factors should be improved in future studies. This is an emerging and severely
underexplored area of research that could have important implications for global
ecosystems and public health. Finally, we also propose the photo-sonic restoration
hypothesis: does restoring natural levels of light and sound help to restore microbiomes and
ecosystem stability?
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INTRODUCTION
Globally, anthropogenic sound pollution (e.g., from traffic and construction) has increased to
alarming levels (Tabraiz et al. 2015; Kumar et al. 2018; Vitkauskaite et al. 2018). Moreover,
the rise in artificial light pollution –– such as excessive light from buildings and streets, and
lighting associated with industry and transportation –– is now considered to be a global
health concern (Falci et al. 2019). Anthropogenic sound and artificial light pollution also
have a range of impacts on ecosystem processes. For example, it is well-documented that
anthropogenic sound exposure affects wildlife populations. Indeed, noise-induced
reductions in foraging efficiency have been demonstrated in bats (Luo et al. 2015), owls
(Mason et al. 2016), flounder larvae Pseudopleuronectes americanus (Gendron et al. 2020),
and crabs (Wale et al. 2013). Chronic traffic noise can alter gene expression in bats, which
associates with metabolic dysregulation and stress (Song et al. 2020). Artificial light at night
(ALAN) can affect insect movement, foraging, reproduction and predatory behaviour
(Owens et al. 2020) and may represent broader disturbances to ecosystems by disrupting
mutualistic interactions across trophic levels (Maggi et al. 2020). In terms of direct human
health implications, ALAN and sound pollution have been linked to depression (Min and
Min, 2018; Diaz et al. 2020) and insomnia by disrupting circadian rhythms (Hatori et al.
2017; Janson et al. 2020). Research also suggests that sound pollution is a biological
stressor that can induce cardiovascular and endocrinological disorders (Münzel et al. 2018).
For context, hazardous noise to humans is considered to be >85 dB, and lawn mowers or
motorcycles emit ~90 dB (Chepesiuk, 2005).

However, limited attention has been given to the potential effects of sound pollution and
ALAN on microbiomes. Microbial communities are the foundations of our ecosystems and
3
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provide essential ecosystem services. These include carbon and nutrient cycling, climate
regulation, global food security, and animal and plant health (Cavicchioli et al. 2019; Guerra
et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020; Trivedi et al. 2020). Anthropogenic ecosystem degradation
disturbs many organisms, therefore, understanding how environmental microbiomes may
be affected by anthropogenic sound and artificial light could have important ecological and
human health implications. The human microbiome (the network of microbial communities
in the human body) is essential for human health (Sharma and Im, 2020). Indeed, a
dysfunctional microbiome has been linked to a plethora of diseases from Alzheimer’s
(Kowalski and Mulak, 2019), skin diseases (Prescott et al. 2017) and mental health
conditions (Cryan et al. 2019). Furthermore, exposure to diverse environmental
microbiomes is thought to play a role in ‘training’ and regulating the immune system (Rook,
2013; Robinson and Jorgensen, 2019; Renz and Skevaki, 2020; Roslund et al. 2020).

Therefore, disturbance to environmental and human microbiomes by anthropogenic sound
and artificial light pollution, could have important implications for both ecosystem
functionality and human health. In this mini-review, we provide a critical appraisal of
available scientific literature on the effects of anthropogenic sound and artificial light
exposure on microorganisms. We discuss the potential ecological and human health
implications of these effects.

THE EFFECTS OF ANTHROPOGENIC SOUND EXPOSURE ON
MICROORGANISMS
Bacteria
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We found 12 scientific papers pertaining to the exposure of anthropogenic sound on
bacteria. A pilot study by Shaobin et al. (2010) investigated the effects of audible sound on
Escherichia coli growth. The authors placed cultured E. coli cells (n = 15 plates) into sound
chambers and stimulated them using 90 dB sound waves (similar levels to urban traffic).
They applied frequencies of 1, 5, and 15 kHz for 1-hour periods with 3-hour intervals over a
24-hour treatment period. They found that E. coli growth was significantly promoted and
reached colony forming efficiencies of 142%, 130% and 131% after sound stimulation with
1, 5, and 15 kHz, respectively. Although the sample size was modest, this study was later
corroborated by Gu et al. (2016) who found that E. coli K-12 (n = 100 randomly selected
cells) exposed to 80 dB sound waves exhibited increased biomass and growth rate at 8 kHz
by 1.7x and 2.5x (compared to the control), respectively. While variations in the inoculum
could impact growth rates, further studies making use of high throughput cell cultivation
strategies could be employed to improve robustness. Moreover, the mechanism of sound
stimulation on microbial growth is still unknown––therefore further research is required.
Similar experiments could conceivably be carried out to investigate microbiome
compositional changes and explore different interfaces and media that may affect sound
propensity (e.g., water and soil) (Fig. 1). Mechanosensitive channels on bacterial cell
membranes might be involved in signal transduction which provides a promising area to
focus on. Interestingly, Kim (2016) found that antibiotic resistance to ampicillin increased in
soil bacteria (n = 10) and E. coli (n = 10) exposed to low frequency sound (75 dB at 0.1
kHz). The sample size in this study is modest, therefore, caution is needed. However, the
indication of increased antibiotic resistance attributed to low frequency anthropogenic noise,
warrants further research. The authors conclude that the amount of soil bacteria exposed to
noise also increased but chlorophyll optical density (of associated plants) was unaffected.
Therefore, it is possible that soil bacteria with mutualistic plant interactions such as nitrogen
5
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fixation and denitrification, were outcompeted by less useful bacteria. This also warrants
more research due to its potential importance for ecosystem functionality.

Fig. 1. Schematic of sound exposure experiments. Gu et al. (2016) investigated biomass
and growth rate of a single taxa. However, similar experiments could be carried out to
investigate potential changes in microbial community compositional and functional diversity,
whilst testing different interfaces/media that may have an important effect on sound
propagation.

Murphy et al. (2016) demonstrated that exposing Pseudomonas aeroginosa (n = 3 plates)
and Staphylococcus aureus (n = 3) to frequencies of 0.1, 0.8, and 1.6 kHz for 48-hours
resulted in a significant increase in biofilm formation (compared to the control). Greatest
6
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growth for P. aeruginosa was recorded at 0.8 kHz, and for S. aureus it was 1.6 kHz. This
study did not use decibel units in their assessment but the inter-species variation in growth
rate was dependent on sound frequency. Again, the sample sizes are low, as such, the
results should be interpreted with caution. Inter-species variation in growth was also shown
in a study by Sarvaiya and Kothari (2014). The authors exposed Chromobacterium
violaceum, Serratia marcescens, Staphylococcus aureus, and Streptococcus pyogenes to
music at a frequency range of 38-689 Hz. All bacteria increased in growth (3-40% higher)
except for S. marcescens, which decreased in growth (-8%) and pigment (prodigiosin)
production (-16%). C. violaceum’s growth increased by 40% and prodigiosin pigment
production increased by 66%. The authors suggest that observed alteration in pigment
production is not entirely due to growth, but more likely quorum sensing (i.e., intercellular
communication) affected by sound. These studies imply that anthropogenic sound exposure
can affect microbial growth, biomass and synthesis of intracellular molecules via a range of
pathways, and that certain frequencies and amplitudes may favour some microbial species
over others.

A recent mouse-model study demonstrated adverse effects of noise pollution on the gut
microbiome (Cui et al. 2020). They used 16S rRNA sequencing to characterise the gut
microbiome and the Tax4Fun package in R to predict metagenome content. The authors
found that in mice (n = 40) exposed to white noise at 98 dB (frequency of 20 kHz for 4 hours
per day, for 30 days) but not the control groups, bacterial-encoded functional profiles
included an increase in phospholipid and galactose metabolism, oxidative stress, and cell
senescence which corresponded with systemic inflammation. The authors suggest this may
have implications for early-onset Alzheimer’s disease. This study shows interesting results
that could have important implications for public health. In subsequent studies, greater
7
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value could be added by using whole genome sequencing instead of amplicon-functional
profiling approach, and focusing on relationship directionality.

Another study investigated glucose metabolism and gut microbiota–host inflammatory
homeostasis in rats (n = 64) (Cui et al. 2016). The authors found that chronic noise (100 dB,
400Hz-6.3 kHz, 4-hours a day for 30 days) altered the percentage of Proteobacteria and
Actinobacteria in the gut and corresponding abnormalities in glucose and insulin regulation
relative to controls. They suggest that anthropogenic noise exposure could have cumulative
effects on diabetes onset due to microbiome compositional changes and intestinal
inflammation. Once again, these results could have important implications for public health
by improving our understanding of the factors that may contribute to diabetes. It is worth
mentioning that although appropriate in 2016 (time of the study), the approach used to
characterise the microbiome –– via operational taxonomic units with 97% similarity –– is
now considered to be outdated. Exact Sequence Variants (ESV) may provide a richer
taxonomic picture (Callahan et al., 2017), and whole genome sequencing, although more
expensive, would enhance functional profiling.
Algae, Fungi and Zooplankton
We found 2 studies pertaining to the exposure of sound on algae and fungi, and 1 for
zooplankton. Cai et al. (2016) exposed the microalga Picochlorum oklahomensis to
anthropogenic sound at 90 dB and 1.1, 2.2, and 3.3 kHz for 3-hours a day for 30 days. The
authors found that all frequencies increased biomass compared to the control, but that 2.2
kHz was the most effective (e.g., oil yield of 40.37 g/L compared to the control of 31.66 g/L).
The sample size is not clear, although it appears to be low at only 2 replicates per
treatment. As the authors state, an expansion of the study is needed to decipher the
mechanism responsible for the increased biomass due to the complexity of interacting
8
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variables. Given that lipid accumulation is a stress response to nitrogen limitation,
measurements of nutrient uptake would be an interesting complement to growth data. The
results of this study align with previous reports by Jiang et al. (2012) who cultured Chlorella
pyrenoidosa for 7 days with sound exposure at 80 dB and frequencies of 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1, 2
and 6 kHz. They found that C. pyrenoidosa growth due to sound exposure was 30% higher
than the control, with an optimal frequency between 0.4-1 kHz. Again, it is not clear what
the sample size was for this study, therefore, the results should be interpreted with caution.
Kumar (2020) found that the biomass of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae increased
significantly following sound exposure of 0.1–10 kHz for 8-hours compared to a control.
Once again, the sample size is not clearly stated and the study is difficult to interpret. A
challenge is that many of these studies rely on optical density (OD) to measure microbial
growth. OD measurements are assumed to be proportional to sample concentration (cell
numbers) (Stevenson et al. 2016). Taken in tandem with cell counts and dry cell weight, the
impact on cell growth could be interpreted with more certainty. Interestingly, Aggio et al.
(2012) used metabolomics to compare the physiology of yeast cells (n = 15) exposed to
high (10 kHz) and low (0.1 kHz) frequency sonic vibration at 90 dB. All stimuli increased the
growth rate of the yeast by 12% but reduced biomass production by 14%, and different
frequencies induced different metabolomic responses. Other studies have shown that
sound can evoke physiological reactions in plants (e.g., via gene expression in Arabidopsis)
(Jung et al. 2018) and potentially enhance growth (Hassanien et al. 2014). Future studies
could explore this from a ‘holobiont’ (collective host and symbiotic organisms) perspective
and investigate the directionality of the relationship (e.g., microbe -> host and/or host ->
microbe?).
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Finally, it is worth noting that anthropogenic noise pollution (e.g., from seismic operations)
has been shown to adversely affect zooplankton. McCauley et al. (2017) demonstrated that
following seismic air gun exposure, there were 2-3 times more dead zooplankton (n = 78)
for all taxa compared with controls, and up to 1.2 km away from the source. All krill larvae
found in the exposed samples were dead. This suggests potentially under-acknowledged
implications for ocean ecosystem functionality and productivity and warrants further
research.

THE EFFECTS OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHT POLLUTION ON MICROORGANISMS
Artificial light pollution can also have important ecological and public health impacts. We
found 8 papers pertaining to the effects of artificial light on microorganisms.

Biofilms and Sediments
Maggi et al. (2020) explored the effects of ALAN (using LED lamps with a mean of 27 lux to
mimic coastal urban lighting) on marine biofilms (microphytobenthos). They observed
biofilm quadrats (n = 24) over a period of 204 days. They showed a significant increase in
temporal variance of maximum photosynthetic efficiency under ALAN. This suggests that
ALAN may differentially affect certain groups in microbial biofilms due to species-specific
sensitivities. The authors conclude that future studies should aim to understand the
interactions between ALAN and other anthropogenic disturbances on microbiomes. Hölker
et al. (2015) investigated the response of microbial communities in freshwater sediments to
artificial light exposure (n = 30). They used 70 W high-pressure sodium lamps (2000 K, 96
lm W−1) and nocturnal light levels ranged from 13.3-16.5 lux at the water surface and 6.8–
8.5 lux at the sediment surface (50 cm depth). Over a 1-year period they observed an
10
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increased abundance of phototrophic taxa (diatoms, Cyanobacteria and green algae) in
sediments after five months of ALAN compared to the control. The authors suggest that
ALAN over waterbodies could reduce diurnal fluctuations and has the potential to transform
freshwater systems to nocturnal carbon sinks. Further studies are needed to ascertain the
full ecological impacts (both direct and indirect) of this process.

Coral Microbiome
Baquiran et al. (2020) investigated the effects of ALAN on the coral Acropora digitifera and
its microbiome. The authors exposed corals (n = 45) to ALAN (27-45 lux) for 2 months.
They found that microbial diversity remained stable after ALAN exposure, but certain taxa in
the families Rhodobacteraceae, Caulobacteraceae, Burkholderiaceae, Lachnospiriaceae,
and Ruminococcaceae significantly increased in exposed corals. The observed
compositional stability of the coral microbiome in this study may indicate physiological
plasticity of different microbes, potentially allowing the community to buffer environmental
disturbance with continued provision of important metabolites. Further studies should
investigate how longer-term ALAN exposure affects the corals and whether the observed
changes in microbial families has positive or negative outcomes for coral ecosystems.
Additional research on the potential impacts of ALAN-induced microbiome changes on gene
expression of corals would also be beneficial. Rosenberg et al. (2019) found that corals
exposed to ALAN have 25 times more differentially expressed genes that regulate cell
cycle, proliferation, growth and protein synthesis that may act as a chronic disturbance.

The Gut Microbiome
A recent mouse-model study (n = 28) demonstrated that prolonged artificial light exposure
can significantly alter the gut microbiome and promote non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
11
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(NAFLD) (Wei et al. 2020). The authors used white fluorescent light tubes with a
wavelength of 400∼560 nm set at 200 lux. They compared normal light-dark ratios with
constant light exposure and found that constant light significantly altered gut microbiome
composition and promoted functional pathways related to type-2 diabetes in addition to
promoting obesity and NAFLD. Future studies would likely benefit from whole genome
sequencing as opposed to OTU analysis. However, this study points to important public
health implications of artificial light exposure.

Artificial light has also been shown to alter gut microbiome composition in the Eurasian tree
sparrow Passer montanus (n = 40) (Jiang et al. 2020). In this study light (400-1400 lux for
12-hours, followed by 8 lux for 12 hours) reduced bacterial alpha diversity (Shannon 5.70)
and significantly affected melatonin synthesis compared to the dark control (Shannon 6.96).
As light pollution affects melatonin, which itself helps to regulate the hypothalamus-pituitaryadrenal and microbiota-gut-brain axes (Anderson and Maes, 2015), this could potentially
have important cascading impacts on physiological and psychological health. There is a
clear deficit in studies exploring the effects of light pollution on the human microbiome, and
as such, more research in this area is warranted.

DISCUSSION
This mini-review shows that a limited number of studies have been carried out to investigate
the effects of anthropogenic sound and artificial light pollution on microbiomes. However,
the studies do indicate that anthropogenic sound and artificial light may have important
influences on microbially-mediated ecosystem processes and human health. Both forms of
pollution are considered to be global health issues and can affect ecosystem composition
12
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and functionality. Considerably more research is needed to gain a better understanding of
the effects of sound and light pollution on microbiomes. Indeed, ecosystems are under
immense pressure from various forms of degradation. By understanding the effects and
processes involved, we can start to design appropriate mitigation strategies. Contra to this,
we could potentially utilise any positive sound/light-induced microbial effects to improve
ecosystem stability and human health outcomes.

The studies mentioned in this paper lay the foundations for important future work in
microbial ecology and public health. Understanding that different sound exposures (e.g.,
amplitude, frequency, durations) induce inter-species variation in growth, biomass and
synthesis of intracellular molecules could have important implications for many ecological
processes across trophic levels. We also do not yet fully understand the mechanisms by
which sound stimulates microbial growth, as suggested by Gu et al. (2016).
Mechanosensitive channels on bacterial cell membranes might be involved in signal
transduction, but gaining a better understanding will enable optimisation of the processes or
mitigation for adverse exposures. The indication that increased bacterial resistance to
ampicillin was attributed to low frequency anthropogenic noise certainly warrants further
research due to its potential importance in the fight against antibiotic resistance.

Understanding how sound affects plant-microbe (or animal-microbe) interactions as
indicated by Kim (2016), could be extremely important given that both anthropogenic sound
pollution and ecosystem degradation are increasing globally (Fig. 2.). Plant health is
imperative and microbial interactions are essential to the provision of multiple ecosystem
services (Guerra et al. 2020). An interesting line of enquiry could be to investigate whether
sound pollution influences environmental microbiome assembly and intercellular signalling
13
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to the point where it affects plant health and (bioacoustic) communication. The effects of
anthropogenic sound on human and non-human animal microbiomes also merits a deeper
investigation.

Exposure to biodiverse natural environments alters the human microbiome with potential
benefits to human health (Roslund et al. 2020; Selway et al. 2020). Exposure routes may
differ depending on ecological characteristics such as vegetation complexity and height
(Robinson et al. 2020). Another interesting line of enquiry is whether different levels of
urban sound pollution affect the composition, assembly and exposure routes of
microorganisms.
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Fig. 2. Future research into the potential effects of anthropogenic sound and ALAN on
microbial community composition and host-microbe interactions is an important line of
enquiry.

ALAN is also likely to affect human health and ecosystem functionality via impacts on the
microbiome. Although initial work suggests that ALAN significantly affects marine and
freshwater bodies, it is unclear whether the impacts are negative in the long-term. Indeed,
Hölker et al. (2015) suggests ALAN has the potential to transform freshwater systems to
nocturnal carbon sinks. Further studies to ascertain the multidimensional ecological impacts
of ALAN are needed, because it could potentially have important unforeseen multi-trophic
15
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impacts. Indeed, it is a similar story for corals because the studies report variable results.
However, as coral reefs are under immense pressure, this is an important area of research.

This mini-review highlights that additional research is needed to unravel the effects of light
pollution on the human microbiome. Indications from the studies suggest that artificial light
could adversely impact physiological processes via the microbiome, and potentially
contribute towards metabolic diseases. If anthropogenic sound and ALAN affect humanenvironmental microbiome exposure and influence human physiology directly, there could
also be important social equity issues to investigate. Social disparities in exposure to
anthropogenic sound pollution have been documented (Dregen et al. 2019). Therefore, in
some cases, the impacts of exposure will also be unequally distributed across different
social groups. This warrants further research.

Many of the studies in this mini-review suffered from modest sample sizes, suboptimal
experimental designs (e.g., lack of negative controls, cell counts and particle sizing), and
some of the bioinformatics approaches used are now outdated. These factors should be
improved in future studies. However, it is clear that anthropogenic sound pollution and
ALAN have the potential to influence ecosystems and human health via interactions with
microbiomes. This is an emerging and severely underexplored field of research that could
have important implications for global ecosystems and public health. There is also an
intriguing hypothesis to consider (Box 1).

Box 1. The photo-sonic restoration hypothesis
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If anthropogenic sound and light disrupt microbiome assembly, potentially favouring
certain adaptable species and reducing functional diversity, this could have important
ecosystem and health implications. Therefore, does restoring natural levels of light and
sound help to restore microbiomes and ecosystem stability? We hereby propose the
photo-sonic restoration hypothesis.
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